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Low-Delay Low-Complexity Bandwidth-Constrained
Wireless Video Transmission Using SVC
Over MIMO Systems
Mohammad K. Jubran, Manu Bansal, and Lisimachos P. Kondi, Member, IEEE
Abstract—We propose an efficient strategy for the transmission
of scalable video over multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
wireless systems. In this paper, we use the latest scalable H.264
codec (SVC), which provides combined temporal, quality and
spatial scalability. At the transmitter, we estimate the decoded
video distortion for given channel conditions taking into account
the effects of quantization, packet loss and error concealment. The
proposed scalable decoder distortion algorithm offers low delay
and low complexity. The performance of this method is validated
using experimental results. In our proposed system, we use a
MIMO system with orthogonal space-time block codes (O-STBC)
that provides spatial diversity and guarantees independent trans-
mission of different symbols within the block code. The bandwidth
constrained allocation problem considered here is simplified and
solved for one O-STBC symbol at a time. Furthermore, we take
the advantage of the hierarchical structure of SVC to attain the
optimal solution for each group of pictures (GOP) of the video
sequence. We incorporate the estimated decoder distortion to
optimally select the application layer parameter, i.e., quantization
parameter (QP), and physical layer parameters, i.e., channel
coding rate and modulation type for wireless video transmission.
Index Terms—Distortion estimation, optimal bandwidth alloca-
tion, scalable H264, SVC, wireless MIMO systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE H.264/AVC standard [1]–[3] and its latest scalableextension [4]–[7], popularly known as SVC, provide
superior compression efficiency and have an error-resilient
network abstraction layer (NAL) structure for transmission
over varied networks. The most important features of SVC are
its base layer compatibility with H.264/AVC and the combined
scalability in the form of temporal scalability using a hier-
archical prediction structure, fine granular quality scalability
(FGS) using progressive refinement slices and spatial scalability
using inter-layer prediction mechanisms. The scalability can be
exploited to improve the video transmission over error-prone
wireless networks by protecting the different layers with un-
equal error protection (UEP). This can be achieved by using
forward error correction (FEC) combined with an appropriate
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modulation technique. In many publications it has been shown
that under a constrained resource budget, jointly optimizing
source and channel coding parameters for scalable video trans-
mission can improve the overall system performance [8]–[12].
FGS is also supported by the MPEG-4 standard. An overview of
MPEG-4 FGS and its application to multimedia streaming over
IP is presented in [13]. A hybrid temporal/signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) FGS scheme was proposed in [14]. The unequal packet
loss resilience of FGS was explored for the first time in [15]. An
FGS scheme with adaptive motion compensation for wireless
video was proposed in [16]. FGS with adaptive mode selection
and unequal error protection was utilized for wireless video
transmission in [17].
In this paper, we consider the efficient transmission of tem-
poral and quality scalable layers over packet-based wireless net-
works, with optimization of source coding, channel coding and
physical layer parameters for each group of pictures (per-GOP
basis). A good knowledge of the total end-to-end decoder dis-
tortion at the encoder is necessary for such systems. In [18]
and [19], a per-pixel based decoder distortion estimation al-
gorithm, the recursive optimal per-pixel estimate (ROPE), was
proposed for the non-scalable and SNR scalable H.263+ codec,
respectively. Using this algorithm, the first and the second mo-
ments of the pixel values, which depend on packet loss prob-
abilities, are recursively obtained to calculate the decoder dis-
tortion, which is further used for optimal (source coding) mode
selection for a given target rate. In [20], the mean as well as the
variance of the end-to-end distortion are considered when allo-
cating limited source and channel resources. In [21], the ROPE
algorithm is further modified for different re-synchronization
schemes for the transmission of non-scalable H.263 coded video
over tandem channels. In this work, we employ our previously
proposed scalable decoder distortion estimation (SDDE) algo-
rithm for SVC [22], [23] and propose a new version of the SDDE
algorithm with lower delay and complexity. It provides an ac-
curate estimation of the distortion of SVC coded video at the
receiver for given channel conditions. The proposed algorithm
takes into account loss of both temporal and SNR scalable layers
as well as error concealment at the decoder. We compare the per-
formance of the proposed distortion estimation algorithm with
both the original SDDE algorithm and the simulated video trans-
missions over error-prone wireless channels.
Diversity techniques, such as space-time coding (STC) over
multiple antenna systems [24]–[26] have been proven to help
1520-9210/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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overcome the degradations due to wireless channels (such as
fading, the bandlimited nature of the channel, etc.) by providing
the receiver with multiple replicas of the transmitted signal over
different channels. As one of the STC techniques, orthogonal
space-time block codes (O-STBC) were first proposed by Alam-
outi [24] and later generalized by Tarokh et al. [26]. These
codes exploit the orthogonality property of the code matrix to
achieve the full diversity gain and have the advantage of having
a low complexity maximum-likelihood (ML) decoder. We em-
ploy these O-STBC codes in the proposed video transmission
scheme over the MIMO system and exploit their structure by
independently choosing the elements of the codeword from dif-
ferent constellations.
In only a few publications such as [27], [28], wireless video
transmission using STC has been studied. In [27], progressive
video transmission is proposed over a space-time differentially
coded OFDM system with optimal rate and power allocation
among multiple layers. In [28], an integrated system of data-par-
titioned video coding, layered space-time block coding, OFDM
modulation and unequal error protection is proposed. It is shown
that unequal error protection facilitates the interference cancel-
lation and enhances the quality of reconstructed video, but no
optimization for resource allocation is addressed. However, in
all the above-mentioned work, the orthogonal structure of STBC
codes has not been exploited by independent transmission of the
layered video over different symbols of the STBC code modu-
lated with different constellations. In [29], an approach for using
the scalable H.264 with unequal erasure protection (UXP) for
temporal scalable over wireless IP networks has been proposed.
Similar to our previous work [22], [23], the proposed system
here integrates scalable video coding (temporal and quality
scalability) with unequal channel coding using rate-compatible
punctured convolutional (RCPC) [30] codes and independent
modulation selections for wireless video transmission. The
main contributions of this paper are the following. 1) The
low-delay and low-complexity version of the SDDE algorithm.
This new algorithm prevents the possible drift between en-
coder and decoder for a more accurate distortion estimation.
2) For the bandwidth constrained optimization problem, we
propose specific allocations of the temporal and scalable layers
to different O-STBC symbols. The optimization problem is
simplified and considered for one O-STBC symbol at a time.
The bandwidth allocation problem is addressed by minimizing
the expected end-to-end distortion and optimally selecting QP,
RCPC rate and the constellation(s) for O-STBC symbols. 3)
The optimal parameter selection approach is proposed here on
a GOP-by-GOP basis, and is hence more suitable for low-delay
applications. Preliminary results of this work were presented in
[31].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the coding structure of the SVC codec and explain
in detail the proposed estimation algorithm for decoder distor-
tion with the error concealment. In Section III, we describe the
MIMO system used in this work. In Section IV, we define and
address the optimal bandwidth allocation problem. We present
the experimental results in Section V. Finally, we present the
drawn conclusions in Section VI.
II. SCALABLE H.264 CODEC AND DECODER
DISTORTION ESTIMATION
A. Overview of the Scalable Extension of H.264/AVC (SVC)
SVC is based on a hierarchical prediction structure as shown
in Fig. 1. A GOP consists of a key picture and all other pic-
tures temporally located between the key picture and the pre-
viously encoded key picture. These key pictures are considered
as the lowest temporal resolution of the video sequence and are
called temporal level zero (TL0). The other pictures encoded in
each GOP define different temporal levels (TL1, TL2, so on).
Each of these pictures is represented by a non-scalable base
layer (FGS0) that includes the corresponding motion and an ap-
proximation of the intra and residual data, and zero or more
quality scalable enhancement (FGS) layers. Also, the priority
of the base layer (FGS0) of each temporal level decreases from
the lowest to the highest temporal level, and each FGS layer
for all the frames is considered as a single layer. Further, each
layer of each frame is packetized into constant size packets (i.e.,
in this work) for transmission. At the receiver,
any unrecoverable errors in each packet would result in drop-
ping of that packet and hence would mean the loss of the layer to
which the packet belongs. We assume that the base layers of all
the key pictures are received error-free. Using the fact that SVC
encoding and decoding are done on a GOP basis, it is possible
to use the frames within a GOP for error concealment purposes.
In the event of losing a frame, temporal error concealment at
the decoder is applied such that the lost frame is replaced by the
nearest available frame in the decreasing as well as increasing
sequential order but from only lower or same temporal levels.
We start towards the frames that have a temporal level closer
to the temporal level of the lost frame, e.g., in a GOP of eight
frames, if frame is lost, the order in which the frames are used
for concealment is and then . For the frame in the center of
the GOP (like ), the key picture at the start of the GOP is used
for concealment. The video distortion estimation algorithm can
be modified to work for any error concealment technique.
B. SDDE TrueRef Derivation
Without loss of generality, in the following derivation of the
distortion estimation algorithm, we consider a base layer and
two FGS layers. We assume that the frames are lexicographi-
cally ordered and the distortion of each macroblock (and hence,
each frame) is the summation of the distortion estimated for all
the pixels in the macroblock of that frame. Let denote the
original value of pixel in frame and denote its encoder
reconstruction. The reconstructed pixel value at the decoder is
denoted by . The mean square error for this pixel is
(1)
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical prediction structure for SVC for GOP size of 8. Two GOPs are shown.
where is the distortion per pixel. As mentioned earlier, the
base layer of all the key pictures are guaranteed to be received
error free, the moment of the pixel of the key pictures
is calculated as follows:
(2)
where , , are the reconstructed pixel
values at the encoder using only the base layer, the base along
with the first FGS layer and the base layer with both of the FGS
layers of frame , respectively. and are the proba-
bilities of losing the first and the second FGS layer of frame ,
respectively.
For all the frames except the key pictures of a GOP, let us
denote as the pixel value of the base layer of frame
reconstructed at the encoder. Frames ( ) and ( ) are the
reference pictures used in the hierarchical prediction structure
for the reconstruction of frame . We will refer to these frames
( and ) as the “true” reference pictures for frame . In the
decoding process of SVC, the frames of each GOP are decoded
in the order starting from the lowest to the highest temporal
level. At the decoder:
• If frame is not available as the reference picture for frame
(where frame does not belong to the highest temporal
level), then frame is selected as the new reference picture
such that and where is the
temporal level to which the corresponding frame belongs.
For the frames in the highest temporal level, and
is strictly less than . Let us define as the
set consisting of frame and all the possible choices of
for frame .
• If frame is not available as the reference picture for frame
, then frame is selected as the new reference picture
such that and . In this case,
we define as the set consisting of frame and all the
possible choices of for frame .
In our previous work [22], [23], [31], the SDDE algorithm con-
sidered the frames of and and the associated proba-
bilities in estimating the video distortion at the decoder. Here,
we propose a low complexity version of the SDDE algorithm
by considering the use of only true reference frames for de-
coding the non-key pictures. This case will be referred to as
SDDE TrueRef. In this case, if either or both of the true reference
frames are not received correctly at the decoder, the non-key
picture(s) will be considered erased and will be concealed. The
proposed true reference version of SDDE algorithm is aiming
to provide better synchronization and prevent possible drift be-
tween encoder and decoder. It also reduces the complexity of the
SDDE algorithm and hence the processing delay time as now
the reference sets are reduced to and . For the
SDDE TrueRef algorithm, the moment of the pixel of
frame when at least the base layer is received correctly is
(3)
where, and are the probabilities of losing the base
layer of the reference frames and , respectively. Now to get
the distortion per-pixel after error concealment, we define a set
, where is the frame
to be concealed, is the first frame, is the second frame
to be used for concealment of , and so on till one of the GOP
ends is reached. The moment of the pixel using the set
is defined as
(4)
where is the probability of
correctly receiving the base layer of frame and its reference
pictures.
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The SDDE TrueRef algorithm (for each GOP) is summarized
as follows.
1) The reconstructed video pixel values ( ) are obtained
using the SVC encoder for a specific QP value and GOP size
of interest.
2) For the given values of and , the first and second
moments of the reconstructed pixel values at the decoder of the
key pictures are calculated as in (2).
3) The set of frames is defined based on the error
concealment scheme.
4) For the given set of probabilities of losing each of the layer
in a GOP, the first and the second moments of the reconstructed
pixel values at the decoder of the non-key pictures are
calculated based on (4) and (3).
5) Having the first and the second moments of the pixel values,
the distortion of each pixel [in the mean square sense (MSE)]
is calculated using (1). The MSE of all the frames is obtained
by averaging the corresponding calculated pixels’ distortion.
C. Performance Analysis
The original SDDE and the proposed SDDE TrueRef algo-
rithms are implemented by modifying the SVC codec. The
SDDE TrueRef algorithm performance is evaluated by com-
paring it with the actual decoder distortion averaged over 200
channel realizations. Its performance is also compared to the
original SDDE algorithm. Different video sequences (QCIF
format) encoded at 30 fps, GOP size of eight frames and six
layers (four temporal levels and two FGS layers) are used in
packet-based video transmission simulations. Each of these
layers is considered to be affected with different loss rates
. where is
the probability of losing the base layer of a frame that belongs
to , and are the probabilities of losing FGS1 and
FGS2 of each frame, respectively.
In Fig. 2 we compare the performance of the SDDE TrueRef
algorithms and the actual decoder distortion estimation consid-
ering packet loss rates of
for both the “Foreman” and “Carphone” sequences consid-
ered here. It is evident that the peak SNR (PSNR) values for
most of the frames in both sequences closely matches. Sim-
ilar results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 considering different
packet loss rates
and , respectively. The
average PSNR performance for the actual distortion estimation,
the original SDDE algorithm and the SDDE TrueRef estimation
algorithm is presented in Table I for the “Foreman”, “Akiyo”
and “Carphone” sequences. As can be observed, the use of
the SDDE TrueRef algorithm results in comparable average
PSNR values as the original SDDE algorithm (with complete
reference picture set) for various video sequences.
Fig. 2. Comparison between the performance of the actual and
the SDDE TrueRef algorithm considering packet loss rates of
          . (a) “Foreman” sequence encoded at
source rate of 363 kbps. (b) “Carphone” sequence encoded at source rate of
612 kbps.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In our packet-based video transmission system, we consider
use of channel encoder followed by orthogonal space-time
block codes (O-STBC) as shown in Fig. 5. After video en-
coding, the base and FGS layers of each frame are divided into
packets of constant size , which are then channel encoded
using 16-bit CRC for error detection and rate-compatible punc-
tured convolutional (RCPC) codes for UEP. These channel
encoded packets are further encoded using O-STBC for trans-
mission over a MIMO wireless system. A Rayleigh flat-fading
channel with AWGN is considered and ML decoding is used
to detect the transmitted symbols which are then demodulated
and channel decoded for error correction and detection. All
the error-free packets for each frame are buffered and then
fed to the source decoder with error concealment for video
reconstruction. For the MIMO system, we consider
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the performance of the actual and
the SDDE TrueRef algorithm considering packet loss rates of
         , (a) “Akiyo” sequence encoded at
source rate of 268 kbps. (b) “Carphone” sequence encoded at source rate of
282 kbps.
transmit and receive antennas. We used the O-STBC
design, of rate 3/4 (proposed by Tarokh et al.
[26]), where , and are the symbols that can be chosen
from either same or different constellations, transmitted in
time slots
(5)
The signal model is given as , where
is the energy-normalized transmitted signal matrix and
is given as ; is the number
of different symbols in a codeword. is the channel
coefficient matrix; is the received signal matrix and
is the noise matrix. The noise samples and the elements
Fig. 4. Comparison between the performance of the actual and
the SDDE TrueRef algorithm considering packet loss rate of
        	, (a) “Foreman” sequence
encoded at source rate of 363 kbps. (b) “Akiyo” sequence encoded at source
rate of 157 kbps.
of are independent samples of a zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance 1. The fading channel is assumed
to be quasi-static. The factor is to ensure that is the
SNR at each receiver antenna and is independent of . We as-
sume perfect channel state information is known at the receiver,
and the ML decoding is used to detect the transmitted symbols,
i.e., independently.
IV. OPTIMAL BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION
We consider the minimization of the expected end-to-end
distortion by optimally selecting the QP value for video en-
coding (at the application layer), and the RCPC coding rate and
the symbol constellation choice for the MIMO transmission (at
the physical layer) on a GOP-by-GOP basis. The optimization
is constrained on the total available bandwidth . The
available symbol rate is proportional to the available band-
width. Thus, in the rest of the paper, we will refer to terms
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PSNR COMPARISON FOR THE PROPOSED SDDE TRUEREF ALGORITHM
Fig. 5. Block diagram for the scalable H.264 video transmission over MIMO systems.
TABLE II
LAYER ALLOCATION ON O-STBC SYMBOLS
“bandwidth” and “symbol rate” interchangeably. We consider
the combined temporal and FGS scalability and define a total
of layers for a GOP which are unequally protected by opti-
mally selecting the physical layer parameters. The first
layers are the base layers (FGS0) of the frames
associated with the lowest to the highest temporal level in
decreasing order of importance for video reconstruction. The
other two FGS layers (FGS1 and FGS2) of all the frames in a
GOP are defined as individual layers of even lesser
importance.
The bandwidth allocation problem can be described as
(6)
where is the transmitted symbol rate, is the
total available symbol rate and is the total expected
end-to-end distortion due to source and channel coding which,
for given source coding parameters, channel conditions and
error concealment, is accurately estimated using the SDDE
algorithm as explained in Section II. , , and are
the admissible set of values for QP, RCPC coding rates and
symbol constellations, respectively. For all the layers of each
GOP, ; and
define the RCPC coding rates,
the symbol constellations and QP values, respectively obtained
after optimization. The transmitted symbol rate can be
obtained as
(7)
where is the source coding rate for layer , it is in bits/s
and depends on the quantization parameter value used for that
layer; is the channel coding rate for layer and is dimen-
sionless; is the constellation used by layer ,
is the bits/symbol and is the number of time slots required to
transmit symbols in each codeword over the MIMO system.
To solve for the problem defined in (6), we can consider the
possible combinations of parameters (from the admissible sets)
and obtain the optimal set for all the layers transmitted over dif-
ferent O-STBC symbols or we can take advantage of the inde-
pendent transmission of each symbol in the O-STBC in (5) by
allocating layers to three different groups corresponding to
O-STBC symbols, and as shown in Table II and solve
for the bandwidth allocation problem one O-STBC symbol at a
time. Here, we will refer to the former as the no-allocation case
and to the latter as the allocation case. It can be seen that for the
allocation case, the product space for the possible choices of
the parameter is smaller than that of the no-allocation case and
hence reduces the complexity of the problem. Table II shows
the possible allocations ( , , , ) considered here for
(four temporal and two FGS layers) where each
of the six layers is associated with one of the O-STBC sym-
bols. It is necessary to emphasize that here the optimal selection
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TABLE III
AVERAGE PSNR VALUES FOR A GOP-BY-GOP ALLOCATION FOR SDDE AND SDDE TRUEREF ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
is done on a GOP-by-GOP basis for each allocation structure
and the best allocation is selected after considering the expected
distortion (PSNR) criteria for each O-STBC symbol (under the
bandwidth constraint). This is defined in more detail as follows.
• Based on (8), the optimal parameter set
for all the layers transmitted over the
O-STBC symbol is obtained by using the admissible set
of values of each of the parameter. and are
the estimated PSNR and the symbol rate allocated for ,
respectively
(8)
• Given , the optimal parameter set is obtained using (9)
(9)
• Finally, having obtained and the optimal set is
obtained using (10)
(10)
where , is the bandwidth allocated to each
O-STBC symbol and is obtained as
(11)
PSNR values in (8), (9), and (10) are calculated using the
SDDE algorithm. It is clear from Section II-B that the accurate
estimation of decoder distortion is dependent upon the proba-
bilities of losing each layer ( , and ). Let us define
the packet error rate for the constant size packets ( ) as
, which depends on the channel parameters.
Now, the probabilities , ( ) and
( ) are obtained as
(12)
where is the size of FGS0 of the frame which belongs to
the layer ; and are the size of the layers FGS1
and FGS2 of frame , respectively. The problems defined in
(6), (8), (9), and (10) are the constrained optimization problems,
each of which is solved as an unconstrained one by minimizing
the Lagrangian defined as
(13)
where is the Lagrangian multiplier [8], [10]. The solution to
this problem, and hence , is also the solution to the
constrained problems if and only if . In prac-
tice, since there is only a finite set of choices for source coding
rate, RCPC coding rates and constellation choices, it is not al-
ways possible to exactly meet . In this case, the solution
is the bandwidth that is closest to while being lower
than .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For all the experimental results, “Foreman” and “Mother-
daughter” sequences are encoded at 30 fps, and con-
stant Intra-update (I) at every 32 frames. For optimization, we
consider QP value in the range of 20 to 50 and RCPC coding
rates of , which
are obtained by puncturing a mother code of rate 8/32 with
constraint length of 3 and a code generator .
Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used with the pos-
sible constellations size .
In Table III, we show the average performance after optimal
GOP-by-GOP parameter selection for the system using both
SDDE and SDDE TrueRef estimation algorithms. The PSNR
values shown in Table III are the values obtained by the SDDE
and SDDE TrueRef distortion estimation algorithms using the
optimal parameters selected. It is clear that both algorithms pro-
vide comparable estimates of the decoded video distortion for
both sequences. Using the optimal parameters selected in the
results of Table III, we calculated the expected PSNR at the re-
ceiver by simulating the transmission of the encoded video se-
quence using the packet error rates associated with the optimal
channel coding rates and optimal modulation selections. This
experiment was repeated 100 times to get the average PSNR.
We refer to the PSNR values obtained in this fashion as ”av-
erage actual PSNR”. In Table IV, we present the average ac-
tual PSNR results for the optimal GOP-by-GOP parameters ob-
tained using the above mentioned SDDE and SDDE TrueRef al-
gorithms. Similar to the results from the previous table, the ac-
tual PSNR results here are also close for both algorithms. How-
ever, the difference in the corresponding values of both the ta-
bles is expected as a result of the estimation error as also shown
in Section II-C. For all the experimental work presented in the
rest of the paper, the original SDDE algorithm will be used.
In Fig. 6, we show the performance of the proposed system for
the target bandwidth of 512 kilosymbols per second (ksps) for
optimal selection of parameters (on a GOP-by-GOP basis) for
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACTUAL PSNR RESULTS FOR THE OPTIMAL PARAMETERS SELECTED BASED ON SDDE AND SDDE TRUEREF ALGORITHMS
Fig. 6. System performance comparison for target bandwidth of 512 ksps with
GOP-by-GOP optimization.
Fig. 7. Average system performance comparison with GOP-by-GOP optimiza-
tion.
the allocation and the no-allocation case for the “Foreman” se-
quence as discussed in Section IV. The comparison in this figure
is shown on a per-frame basis and it shows the trade-off between
the performance (in the PSNR sense) and the complexity to ob-
tain the optimal solution. As can be seen, the allocation case
results in a lower PSNR value (
), but also has a lower computational complexity than
the no-allocation case. It is necessary to mention that the product
space for the possible choices of the parameters used in the
no-allocation case is much higher than that of the allocation
Fig. 8. System performance comparison for target bandwidth of 384 ksps.
Fig. 9. Average system performance comparison of GOP-by-GOP versus com-
plete sequence optimization.
case and hence the latter is of lower complexity. Similar av-
erage performance for various target bandwidth values can be
seen in Fig. 7. In Figs. 8 and 9 for the “Foreman” sequence, we
compare the GOP-by-GOP allocation case with a no-allocation
case in which the optimization is carried out on the complete se-
quence (instead of GOP-by-GOP). The latter case is obviously
more complex and incurs an extra delay. Fig. 8 shows the op-
timal results for a target bandwidth of 384 ksps on a per-frame
basis whereas Fig. 9 shows the average comparison for a range
of bandwidths. The performance-complexity trade-off is also
studied for the scenarios when a complete sequence is consid-
ered for optimization problem for both the allocation and the
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Fig. 10. Performance results for complete sequence optimization with target
bandwidth of 512 ksps.
Fig. 11. Performance results for complete sequence optimization with target
bandwidth of 384 ksps.
no-allocation cases. The comparison results of this study are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the target bandwidths of 512 ksps
and 384 ksps, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the optimization re-
sults (on a per-frame basis) for the target bandwidths of 384
ksps, 512 ksps, and 640 ksps for the allocation case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a low-delay low-complexity wireless
video transmission system that integrated the latest SVC
coding with combined scalability and spatial diversity tech-
nique using O-STBC over broadband MIMO systems. We have
developed a true reference version of the SDDE algorithm that
prevents the possible drift between encoder and decoder and
is shown to provide comparable performance as the original
SDDE algorithm with lower complexity. Using the decoder
distortion estimation algorithm, the bandwidth-constrained
Fig. 12. System performance after optimization for target bandwidths of 640,
512, and 384 ksps.
optimization problem has been simplified and solved. We
exploited the orthogonal structure of the O-STBC codes by
allocating layers over different codeword symbols modulated
using different constellations. The optimization was carried on
a GOP-by-GOP basis (suitable for low-delay applications) and
the results for different target bandwidth values were presented.
The results indicate the advantage of updating the optimal
modulation selection every GOP as compared to selecting it
optimally but keeping it fixed for the whole sequence.
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